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Stone Mosaics

regular mosaics

Specifications

Tile Size: 300mm x 300mm
Thickness: varying
300 mm
Application Style:Tiles & Interlocks
Company Series: Natural Stone Regular Mosaics [RGxxxSI]
Application Area: Interior Walls, Exterior Elevation, Furniture & Inlays, Customized

1-28

RG010SI

RG011SI

RG018SI

RG024SI

RG025SI

RG026SI

300 mm

Mosaics are put together using smaller stone or glass pieces in an orderly or random fashion.
They can be created using small pieces of similar shape and color, or by using chips that vary
vastly in cut, color and design. Arranged in spiral, planar or randomly mixed patterns, mosaic wall
tiles have timelessly been used for ornamentation of imperial and artistic spaces.

RG001SI

RG002SI

RG004SI

RG005SI

RG007SI

RG009SI
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Subtle brown mosaic tiles, contrasting with the bright greens of the grass, are used to create a
contemporary look for the poolside seating.

Stone Mosaics

up and down mosaics
Up and down mosaics are created with alternating thicker and thinner natural stone chips,
adding another dimension to the wall décor. These assembled palettes of natural stones span
an exotic array of colors, sizes and textures with enhanced dimensionality. With the superior
resilience and durability of natural stones, up and down mosaics are excellent for accessorizing
both interior and exterior spaces.

RG027SI

RG028SI

UD001SI

UD006SI

UD008SI

A wave of sandlewood brown up and down mosaic tiles splash the patio of a gorgeous, modern
house, stressing a unique, lavish style.

RG029SI

RG030SI

Accent your interior walls with brick mosaic tiles, casting a
delicately vintage appeal to the room, enhanced by vivid
paintings, spotlights and furniture.

RG031SI
3-28
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Stone Mosaics

mould mosaics

300 mm

With soft corners and vivid arches, Mould Mosaics are stunning decorations for a luxurious
contemporary or modern interior. These mosaics are moulded for creating smooth surfaces with
complementing textures and naturally ingrained patterns. Celebrate your love for splendour and
intricate details with stunning colors of mould mosaics.

Specifications
Tile Size: 300mm x 300mm
Thickness: varies
Application Style: Interlock Panels
Color: Varying
Company Series: Natural Stone Mould Mosaics {MMxxxSI]
Application Area: Interior Walls, Exterior Elevations, Customized

300 mm

An application of interlocking beige mould mosaic on the exterior wall creates beautifully detailed,
vibrant styling for the patio.

5-28

MM001SI

MM004SI

MM005SI

MM011SI

MM012SI

MM013SI

MM007SI

MM008SI

MM010SI

MM018SI

MM019SI

MM020SI
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Stone Mosaics

6-28

MM021SI

MM022SI

MM023SI

MM024SI

MM025SI

MM034SI

Ornamental Patterns
Glass mosaics combine the exuberance of vibrant colors with a spectacular intermixing of frosted
and glossy finishes. Introducing decorative shells and coins into the mosaics creates a vintage,
ornamental appearance that turns regular spaces into stunning sanctuaries.

MM026SI

MM027SI

MM028SI

MM029SI

MM030SI

MM014SI

MM015SI

Bamboo Moulds
MM031SI
7-28

MM032SI

MM033SI
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Cut and moulded to resemble the shape of bamboo sticks, Bamboo mosaics create a sense of
eclectic elegance and sophistication. Highlight a section of your livingroom wall, or grant a feeling of
natural tranquillity to your lobby with the wood-grained textures and rich patterns of bamboo mosaics
available in a variety of colors and sizes.

Stone Mosaics

8-28

polished and tumble mosaics

300 mm

Introduce a dramatic sense of celebration in your kitchens and bathrooms with polished and
tumble mosaic tiles. Each tile, handpicked by our experts and designers, speak of a unique
flavour and mood, ready to be cherished by your interior design. Polished mosaics are easy
to clean and maintain, and can be sealed with white, black or transparent grout for dynamic
appearance. Flare your love for sophisticated beauty with our exquisite range of mosaics
available in a multitude of colors, sizes and patterns.

Specifications

Tile Size: 300mm x 300mm
Application Style: Interlock Panels
Color: Varying
300 mm
Finish: Polish, Tumbled
Company Series: Natural Stone Polished Mosaics [PTxxxSI]
Application Area: Kitchen Backsplash, Bathroom Walls, Interior Walls, Exterior Elevations

9-28

PT001SI

PT002SI

PT003SI

PT004SI

PT005SI

PT006SI
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PT007SI

PT009SI

PT010SI

PT011SI

PT012SI

PT014SI

Complement your modern kitchen with beige counters with a subtly colored square mosaic. Add lighting
to create a dreamy mood in your state-of-art kitchen.

Stone Mosaics

PT015SI

PT016SI

PT017SI

PT018SI

PT020SI

PT022SI
Plain countertops when
contrasted with vivid mosaics,
bring the kitchen to life, leaving
the space cosy and welcoming!

PT023SI

PT025SI
11-28

PT024SI

PT026SI

Dark natural stone mosaic tiles
complement the stark white
sink and bath accessories,
while replacing plain walls with
an easy-to clean, stunning
backdrop.
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Stone Mosaics

rock and split mosaics

300 mm

With the rich, coarse texture of natural stones, combined with versatility in shapes, colors and
chip sizes, rock and split mosaics carry the most exotic range of natural stone mosaic tiles. Pick
from a variety of warm colors to create a cosy accent wall, select a simple arrangement of chips
for your bedroom backdrop, or choose a flamboyant, vibrant mosaic for your exterior walls that
grabs the attention of all onlookers.

Specifications
Tile Size: 300mm x 300mm
Thickness: varies
Application Style: Interlock Panels
Color: Varying
Company Series: Natural Stone Rock & Split Mosaics [RSxxxSI]
Application Area: Interior Walls, Exterior Elevations, Customized

13-28

300 mm

Simple black and white squares of natural stones complement the temperament of the room,
giving it a surreal, modern appearance.

RS002SI

RS003SI

RS004SI

RS010SI

RS011SI

RS016SI

RS006SI

RS007SI

RS009SI

RS017SI

RS019SI

RS020SI
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Stone Mosaics

14-28

RS025SI

RS023SI

RS026SI

Adorn your garden walls with rock and split mosaic tiles, giving the space a retro feel. Add wooden
furniture to create a spell-binding patio!

RS028SI
15-28

RS027SI

RS030SI

RS032SI

RS033SI

RS031SI

RS034SI
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To introduce a touch
of imperial elegance
in this modern
minimalistic bedroom,
the architecture and
lighting details were
complemented by a
simple, soft mosaic.

Stone Mosaics

16-28

RS035SI

RS036SI

RS038SI

RS049SI

RS050SI

RS051SI

RS039SI

RS040SI

RS041SI

RS052SI

RS053SI

RS054SI

RS042SI

RS043SI

RS044SI

RS055SI

RS056SI

RS001SI

Natural Design Palette
Rock and split mosaics often have a rough finish, creating a
dimensionality through surface texture. The dimensionality adds to
the natural feeling, granting spaces embellished with these tiles a
characteristically royal and timeless appearance.

RS045SI

RS046SI
17-28

RS047SI

RS048SI
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Stone Mosaics

pebble mosaics

Specifications
Tile Size: 300mm x 300mm
Thickness: varies
Application Style: Interlock, Tiles
Color: Varying
Company Series: Natural Stone Pebble Mosaics [PMxxxSI]
Application Area: Interior Walls, Exterior Elevations, Customized

19-28

300 mm

Pebble mosaics are fashioned with small, smooth chips of natural stone rounded in shape of
pebbles. Used extensively to fabricate the look of a natural pebble formation, these mosaics
cast the most extravagant, stunning splash of nature on interior and exterior walls. Pebble
mosaics can also be used to grant fountains and pillars a more natural appearance.

A modern bathroom has its gray rock and split mosaic wall complemented with striking white pebble
mosaic wall, granting levity and a surreal intricacy to the space.
300 mm
Pebble mosaic installed on the bathroom
sink wall creates an instant elegance with
rich swirling patterns and a peppered
texture, giving a vintage backdrop to the
modern fixtures.

PM001SI

PM002SI

PM003SI

PM004SI

PM005SI

PM006SI
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PM007SI
Stone Mosaics

tapered mosaics

300 mm

Paint a multi-dimensional landscape on your walls with spectacular Tapered Mosaic tiles. The
tiles are shaped by putting together chips with slanted surfaces in various geometric formations
to create intricate designs. Ideal for interior and exterior application, natural stone tapered
mosaics denote a distinct sense of ageless creations.

Specifications
Tile Size: 300mm x 300mm
Thickness: varies
Application Style: Interlock, Tiles
Color: Varying
Company Series: Natural Stone Tapered Mosaics [TMxxxSI]
Application Area: Interior Walls, Exterior Elevations, Customized

TM001SI

TM004SI
21-28

TM002SI

TM005SI

300 mm
Highlight your living room walls with shades of brown, tapering and raising at various geometric angles.
Smooth shades keep your eyes relaxed while you wind down after a strenuous day.

TM003SI

TM006SI
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TM007SI

TM008SI
Stone Mosaics

Natural Stone Resilience
Natural stones are known for their durability and
weather-resistance. Stone mosaics, whether installed
in interior or exterior spaces, are easy to clean and
require minimum maintenance. Combined with the
sheer diversity of colors, patterns and textures, natural
stone mosaics are the perfect complements for all
commercial and residential areas.
22-28

mural mosaics
The extravagant magnificence of stone murals combines with the vivid formations of stone
mosaics to create Mural Mosaics. To create imperial bearing and sophistication, the mosaics
tiles are complemented with intricate engravings in forms of vines and foliage. Swirls of patterns
run through the tiles, splashing them with beauty and splendour expected to be found in
luxurious palaces.

MU001SI

Shaped like a wall panel, this mint-white mosaic has
delicately engraved vines on dark sandlewood
stones. The mosaic effortlessly creates an air of
beauty and creative appeal,
complementing retro, traditional
or modern interiors.

Adorn your interior walls with double-colored mosaic tiles with
engravings of four-petal flowers. Bold and beautiful, the mosaic
creates an air of confidence and abundance in the interior space.

MU002SI

MU003SI
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Stone Mosaics

Explicitly fashioned with engraved and simple chips of various sizes,
this mural mosaic is excellent for an artistic, gentle interior space.
Add your own murals to complement the mosaic tiles and embellish
the walls with your own creative masterpiece!

application gallery: Projects & Inspirations
Stone Ideas has always been awed by the sheer ingenuity with which natural stone mosaics can
be used. Here, we present some of our work with these mosaic tiles, and some inspirations to fuel
your creativity. With an exquisite range to choose from, the only thing to limit artistic use of stone
mosaics is your own imagination!
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